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INTRODUCTION

Minorities in this country are taking advantage of oppor-
tunities for education beyond high school in ever mounting
numbers. They are seeking and increasingly achieving better
jobs, professional advancement, and groate fulfillment in
their livesconditions that conic in large part from better
mid higher education.

Community, junior, and technical colleges can take
siderable credit for expanding, the base for education beyond
high school for minorities. Through. flexible admissiorw
policies, low costs. and a broad mix or edurationa) progrions,
they have provided the keys to opportunity for many. III-
creased college-going for jw soils of minority backgrounds
blacks, Hispanics, native Arrierit'01S, alld other-4ra a be

traced directly to the rapid development and groyab cif
two-year colleges during the past three ilceades.

There are some critics who negate'Jos contriinnjon. who
say that minorities are -tracked- into comuonty colleges

and, once there, into non-professionl oerupational pro-
grams. But the reverse is true. Community colleges have

opened doors to baccalaureate programs and advanced
graduate education through the provision of sound liberal
arts and general education programs. And they have provided

options for those who are more interested and better equipped
to go into training that will lead to rewarding technical and Ednimul J. Ckazer. Jr.

semiprofessional jobs. President
In short, eonanunity colleges can lie justly pleased with a An wrican Association nity

sound record of accomplishment in service to millions of and Junior Colleges

Americans who have often been short-ehanged in the past.
In order to provide better insight into dial _record, the

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges in
the fall of 1978 gathered new informanion on minority enroll-
ments and staffing. The data were collected along with other
enrollment information for the 1979 Corumunim Junior,
am/ Teehnicol College Directory.

Nearly 80 percent of the 1,234 colleges sun-everl re-
sponded with data on racial/ethnic participation. Thos., the
information collected provides a reliable and up-to-date
index of community erdlege response to the needs of these
Americans (arid a small percentage of non-resident a'Arirs).

We are glad also to be able to provide in this report some
ommentary from persons who have a more than passing
interest in and grasp of educational needs of minorities.
Their observations may help to bring an even more objective
view of bush accomplishntents and future needs. A ACJC is
indebted to themand to the colleges that provided neces-
sary information for this report.

We acknowledge with appreciation the support of The
Rockefeller Foundation in making the survey and the report
possible.



A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The community colleges of this nation have lake!) the
initiative in opening the doors of postsecondary education to
minorities. The colleges with full support of the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges have re-
sponded to this serious social need. In 1973 the annual
assembly, an event designed for the discussion of one critical
issue facing community colleges, devoted itself to "New
Staff for New Students." The discussion dealt very specific-
ally with the needs of black, Spanish, and American Indian
students, and with staffing needs in relation to these stu-
dents. I

The nation's two-year colleges have felt the responsibility
of the open door, the new student, and the resulting call for a
different kind of education, an education that started not at
some pre - determined point, called college level, but an
education that started with the individual student at his or
her point of need.

We offer, in evidence, this quote from a 1972 AACJC
publication:

An October 1970 issue of Time contained an education
feature entitled "Open Admissions: American Dream or
Disaster?" The article expressed the notion that an "open
access" policy could either "invigorate colleges" or lead

to "academic disaster," and pointed out that education
officials meeting at the American Council on Education

in St. Louis displayed opposing attitudes toward a poi icy

of open admissions. "To some it seemed a triumph of
democracy; to others an omen that colleges may soon be
overwhelmed with the wrong kind of students.-

Are poorly educated, culturally deprived, and pov
stricken youth the "wrong" kind of students? Should they
be branded undesirables because they are academically
inept and need education desperately? The American
academic system is already on the brink of disaster be-
cause of the "wrong" kind of educators. Why fear the
"wrong" kind of students? Overwhelming educational
inefficiency can be traced to archaic attitudes and self-
serving institutional callosity. Arthur Cohen in Dateline
'79 pictures traditional faculty members making "desper-
ate attempts to plant sprigs of ivy at the gates so that the
barbarians will be dissuaded from entering."

The time for "planting ivy" has passed; the gates are
open. Educators must leave their comfortable retreats
and become accountable by joining the ranks of other

professions iii a common effort to solve national problems.
A tangible expression of educational accountability in the

form of honest "open door" policies supported by a will-
iogness to assume responsibility for student learning may

he the only way to prevent "academic disaster.'

Strong but necessary language then, Strong but necessary

language now.
Arc community colleges meeting the needs of the poorly

educated, culturally "different" minorities? There is a two -

art answer to that question.

I. The colleges are wring minorities. National data for
minorities were not collected in 1977. In 1976, 38.8
percent of all minority students in higher education

e in two-year colleges. Almost one-fourth of all
two-year college students were of a racial minority.
This would indicate that the open door is wide open.
Further, there is a great variety of developmental pro-
grams available on nearly every two-year college cam-

pus in the country. These are very strong indications of
the purpose of the community college, The intent of the
two-year college is to accept all persons and to remediate
deficiencies where necessary.

2. While minority students are enrolling, success with

ravediation is not universal. Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr.,
president of the American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges, at a staff meeting at AACJC head-

quarters on Februar-y 5, 1979, stated that there is
evidence of a -growing chasm between the academic
'haves' and 'have riots.'" Proficiency levels are moving
up in grade schools, but are not yet up in high schools.
Minority students are often the ones caught in this lag.

What actions should be taken so the results of community
college programs will be positive for both the individual
student and the institution?

Research produces these sugges ons:

Build on those programs and services that have worked.
There is evidence that many programs of remediation
work. An ERIC Brief has been prepared for AACJC that
contains examples of many programs that are achieving
the desired results. Copies of the publication are avail-

able from AACJC.3

There is a need for high schools and community colleges

to work more closely together. Concepts inherent in the



federally sponsored TRIO* programs eottld he used to

identify academically able minority students and plans

developed with the student to make further eclueation

possible.

The two-year college needs to become more analytical.

New rernediation plans need to be used with control

groups and pre- and post-tests so results or lack ()I

results can be clearly seen. It is only in this way that

programs can be evaluated, modified, and moved toward

greater effectiveness.

Simple cost analysis methods must be tisecl so program

developers can work toward cost effective»ess. The

costs of remediation are substantial, and developmental

programs are now facing fiscal scrutiny. Their effective-

ness must he documented. Society as a whole is east

conscious. A worthwhile analysis could be one that

shows the cost for remediation that brings an individual

to a level where he or she can he productive versus the

cost to the community of a non-productive individual,

Each cotnutunity college would benefit from an objective

look at itself. It may he that elements within the institu-

tion need to change before any program of remediation

can be successful.

Critics need to be heard. When any institution grows old

enough to become defensive as a first emotion, it is

probably in trouble. Critics are- sometimes right. Where

minorities are discussed, the words -tracking" and -re-

tention" are frequently used. Community college ad-

ministrators and faculty need to look at these two areas

to determine whether they are wanting. The question

must be asked: Ifrernediat ion is successful and counsel-

ing is personal and positive, will the student develop

new goals and retention improve?

*TRU ) iq an acronym for three programs:
'relent Search. Spceral Services,

and Upward Hound, riot. tv, _t. ti9.329. Higher Education

Act ol 0(6 las tunrrideth.
Talent Search = -This program Ira, dime objeetives. first

(111iilined y01.1111 Vint)INESSeS
putctiniti tor iiiitsecorititteN (-duct"-

pert who hare initiocial (admiral fired

Special Services - -at s progriun r. ifesigited tar Bray rile rcruct and other

supportive services fin-students with academic potential who stn. etirolIcti

accepted for enrollment at the institution which has received a leileral grant

and. who. by reason 01 disadvantaged educational. cultural, tir ecominiie

bitekground ,
Upward Hound --rh. program 0.; 41 to pro.ral, ale skilk

motivation neresstm. for success UT prisfNretrtidM :Own yoitiihN

Irma Iow-att.mac bin.kgroaalls tvlill it voterlaill bta 33)11) Ito k

adequate st!coruittry Nehod prtvitritt nig ,

Last year 117-78) 72 percent Id the monies allocated [wit the TRIO

programs went to mioority moderns.

It Id be helpful if the college community felt omfor-
table el imigh about its mission that it did not 'iced to feel

defensive when confronted by the elitist who maintains

that retention and degrees are the only ineasores of

success. To accept a till-Viola who is culturally and

eibleatioually deprive perhaps the first in his or her
family to num. 10 a college for any reason, and 10 teach

that student how to rend and write well enough to apply

fir job might he considered a worthwhile accomplish-

ment,

Community colleges can listen to the experts. In the

American College Testing Program's publication AC-
TIVITY, Lee G.Noel of 'Iowa is quoted as saying in

relation to retention, "Gimmicks or tricks-of-the-trade

will not work . . Increased retention rates will result if

grams and services for students are improved.

Minority students need direct access to minority staff.
This eliminates some of the rather serious communica-

tion barriers and at the same time furnishes role models.

Staff Pan do serious soul searching for attitudes that
fold staid in the way of successful remediatioo.

Developmental math and English by themselves seldom

increase retention. Some added ingredient seems to be

needed, The NCES Longitudinal Study has provided

educators with a substantial finding. "Locus of control

emerged as an important correlate of ability. In particu-

igr, the high-ability group considered itself more inter..

11111 (that is, more in control of the environment) than did

the middle or low-ability group: the latter was the most

external. . . The ethnic group data showed the whites

to he the most internal." Further, "Research shows that

perceived locus of control shifts in the internal direction

when the individual masters his environment and in the

external direction when he fails to," And finally, "It
would appear that blacks and Hispanics tend to see

themselves as victims of circumstances beyond their

control, a belief not yet modified by post-high school

experiences." 5

Minority groups have separate cultures. What should

convent educators is the "effect of cultural differences in the

psychological functioning of minorities in a dominant cultore

different (from) their own."
The persons who are culturally different (in thorclso

author Carlos Fuentes') struggle for "identity and integrity_"

This seems to say that the institution will need to think of

change riot just for the student but for itself as well. To meet

this need for "identity and integrity" will require sensitivity

and knowledge. In speaking of the knowledge required,
Griffith counsels: "I would suggest that any counselor who



specializes in issues having to do with race can he effective.
I would ask counselors to realistically review for themselves
the amount of specialization they have. Based on my own
experiences, few white counselors have invested themselves
in racial issues in the depth and breadth that minority
counselors have,'

In the same journal the needs of Cuban-American stu-
dents in Florida and within Spanish-American communities
throughout the states are discussed.

Many feel that if they disclose their trice feeliugs about
their experience, they will he misunderstood, judged,
and lose whatever help an outsider was going to provide.
In this sense, they feel quite helpless in voicing their
needs to counselors, student personnel workers, and
university administrators.

In order to survive in as system tires v nisensi to, e to
their 'leer's, they often behave and soy things that arc
acceptable and very much in aaccurclaa,ce with the status
quo. Deep down they are ton) between their own feelings
of confusion and frustration and keeping an acceptable
facade. We have found that in relating to Cuban-Americat)
students outside the office, in the student's environment.
we are more effective in establishing helping relationships
characterized by a great deal of trust, acceptance, warmth,
and support. Cuban-American students will trust persons
who are aware of their culture and who are eager to
participate with them socially. They are delighted to
bring outsiders they view as truly interested in their
concerns as Cuban - Americana studengs to their gather-

ings.'

This need fur cultural awareness is stated in many reports.
The summer 1977 Cuinnumili College Review contains two
articles on minority students in community colleges. `fie
article by A polonia Coronado discusses service to Indian
reservations. The author stated that one of the functions of
the college is to translate the needs oldie Indian communities
into colleges." Great care was taken thy the college staff)
not to offend or talk down to. Community colleges and other
agencies should not treat adults as children and prescribe
experience for them.

The second article in this issue speaks to the needs of
black students.

Common ty colleges are providing an easily accessible
educational opportunity for many black Americans; but
because allow self-concepts and unmet orientation needs,
many of these students are having a difficult time surviving.
Nun - traditional approaches must be developed to help
meet these needs and to prevent any chance of an open-
door hustle."

9

Counseling groups such as Duman Potential Seminars
provide a very effective medium fur increasing self-
concepts. Mock peer counselors should he used to provide
valuable assistance by helping at registration, leading
st tidy groups and serving as tutors. The presence of more

black instructors and administrators can provide more
interest and leadership for black student activities and
can indirectly increase black student orientation.

The most important tool for increasing black survival at
community colleges is u h igher sensitivity ril the academic
instructor for the special needs of black students. This
increased sensitivity will hopefully lead to better instruc-
tional approaches for reaching black student activities
and can indirectly increase black student orientation. ")

Conclusions

This is not the time to he discouraged, The Ro-year
college has accepted fur itself a very difficult task, No other
institution of higher education at any point has tried to
remediate and pull into the mainstream any deprived person
who wishes to tn. There has been some success, and there
will he more. The literature is rich with the efforts of
educational leaders. departments, and entire colleges com-
mitted to the deprived and under-achieving student. With
this kind of dedication and creativity, more success will

become visible.
In capsule form, here are the elements that seem to lead

to greater success for the minority student:

stall who arc sensitive to students' needs and wl have

become culturally knowledgeable

staff who meet students in their own enviruuanent

commitment of the entire institutior, to the welfare of
minorities

a choice of learning styles

programs or activities that rernediate such non-aadernic
areas as low self-concept, locus of control, high debili-
tating anxiety, lack of goal clarity

relaxation of the formal institutional structures that in-
hibit access to persons

a plan for finding and motivating the academically able.

(,:otianunity, junior, and technical colleges can be credited
with making extremely important advancements iaa serving
minorities. It is now time for new initiatives.
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DATA AND ANALYSIS

Analysis of data presented in this report, from the 1971
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges'
minority survey as well as from other sources of data on
minority enrollment and employment in the 1970's, indicates
the following:

- two-year colleges have shown strong growth in minor -

ity enrollments;

two-year colleges offer opportunities for study to
noritits to a greater extent than that found in postsec.-
()Mary education as a whole;

- there has been a marked increase in the employment
of minorities in two-year colleges, although a sub-
stantial gap between minority enrollment and em-
ployment in two-year colleges remains.

A Look at Cus rent Data

Community, junior, and technical college enrolls
increased by 5.5 percent between 1976 and 1977 and
decreased between 1977 and 1978 by one percent, according

to data in the 1978 and 1979 editions of the Community,

Junior, and Technical College Directory (published by the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges).

During the same two years, minority enrollment appears to

have decreased by about 0.4 percent.
Historical data on minority participation in two-year col-

leges are not easily found, and are not always in agreement.
In a 1970 minority survey conducted at AACJC by Andrew

Goodrich and Lawrence W. Lezotte, 11.5 percent of the
enrollment were front ethnic minority groups. In the same

year (1970) data from the Office of Civil Rights of the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare indicate that

14.5 percent of enrollment in two-year colleges were minor-
ities. Comparing the Office of Civil Rights' figures with the
current survey, there has been a 52 percent increase in

minority enrollment over the past eight years.
While the differences in data collection methodologies

for the several studies make direct comparison of actual
enrollment numbers difficult, it appears that the percentage
increase in numbers of minority students has been greater
than for enrollments as a whole during the 1970's.

Table I lists the states and percentage of their 1978

enrollment for each racial/ethnic group.

TABLE I
STATE ENROLLMENT, PERCENTAGE BY RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUPS,

AACJC,1978

mata

Non.
Rooldint

Minn

oink
Non.

Hispanic

Amnon
Indian

or
Ainxian
1121111

Asian
or

Polk
Islander 11184Stnic

Whim
rho-

HISWilg

Minority
so-
Total

Alabama 1.3% 27,8% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 7 29.8%

Alaska 0,2 0,2 42.3 1.2 0.7 55.1 44.9

Arizona 0,9 3.0 4,9 0.7 8.9 81.3 18.7

Arkansas 0.5 20,7 0.8 0,4 0.4 77.0 23.0

California 1.0 9.6 1.5 5.9 10.3 71,4 28.6

Colorado 2.3 3.8 0.9 0.9 8.4 83.5 16.5

Connecticut 0.4 8.7 0,2 0.5 2.5 87.3 12.7

Delaware 0.1 15.2 0.1 0.4 0.9 82,9 17.1

Florida 2.0 11.5 0.3 0.6 8.6 76,7 23.3

Georgia 1,5 10.9 0.2 0.5 0.6 78,0 22.0

Hawaii 3.1 1.2 0.2 70.1 3.8 21,2 78.8

Idaho 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.9 1.8 95,3 4,7

Illinois 5.0 14:4 0.3 1.2 2.2 76.8 23.4

Indiana 0.8 11.2 0.7 0.6 0.8 85,7 14.3

Iowa 0.9 1.6 0.4 0.4 4.8 91.6 8.4

Kansas 1.5 5.6 3.2 0.2 1.5 87.7 12.3

Kentucky 1.7 11.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 86.2 13,8

Louisiana 2.4 32.5 0.3 0.8 2:1 61.6 38.4

Maine 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 0.0 93.6 6.4

Maryland 3.0 19.6 0.3 1.3 1:1 74,5 25.5

Massachu 1.3 3 7 0.2 0.3 1.8 92.4 7.6

Michigan 0,7 13.1 0.7 0.5 1.6 83.0 17.0

Minnesota 1.5 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.3 96.6 3.4

Mississippi 0.3 23,3 0.3 0.3 0.5 75.0 25.0

Missouri 0.3 6.3 0.4 0.3 1.7 90.7 9.3

Montana 0.3 0.1 8.3 0,0 0.6 90.4 9.6

Nebraska 0.1 2.1 0.3 0.3 1.0 95.9 4.1

Nevada 0.3 6.5 1,8 1,3 2.4 87.7 12.3

New Hampshire 0.2 0.4 0.1 0,2 0.4 98,5 1.5

New Jersey 0.9 14,0 0.2 0.9 2.8 81.0 19.0

New Mexico 0.0 1.7 13.5 0.3 34.5 49.6 50.4

New York 0.4 10.3 0.5 0.8 4.5 8:1.7 16.8

North Carolina 0.5 20.5 0.9 0,3 0.3 77.1 22.9

North Dakota 0.7 0.3 18.1 0.0 0,1 80.6 19.4

Ohio 0.2 14.6 0.2 0.4 0.7 83.6 16.4

Oklahoma 4.7 8.0 4,5 0.9 1.0 80.6 19,4

Oregon 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.8 1.3 92.9 7.1

Pennsylvania 0.2 13,2 0.1 0.8 0.8 84.5 15.5

Rhode (stand 0.2 5.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 93.7 6.3

South Carolina 0,4 29.9 0.1 0.3 0.2 68.7 31.3

South Dakota 0.2 0.2 2,6 0.6 0:0 96.2 3.8

Tennessee 0.7 181 0.1 0.2 0.3 79,8 20.2

Texas 1.7 10.8 0.3 1.0 12.0 73.9 26.1

Utah 0.2 0.4 1.4 1,0 3.1 93.6 6.4

Vermont 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0,1 98.8 1.2

Virginia 0.2 13.0 0.2 1.7 0:8 83.8 16.2

Washington 3:4 2.6 1.3 1.9 1.2 89.3 10.7

West Virginia 0.0 4.0 0.2 0.4 0.2 94.9 51.1

Wisconsin 0.2 7.0 0.7 0.4 1,1 90.3 9.7

Wyoming 1.0 0.7 1.3 0.3 1.7 94.7 5.3

American Samoa 0.0 0.0 0.0 98.5 0,0 1.4 98.6

Puerto Rico 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100.0

Micronesia 0.9 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
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Tables 11-A through 11-E present date on the percentage
of total enrollment of racial/ethnic category, pointing up the

km ranked states, the percentage for all states combined,
and typical states (those falling at or nearest the median).

Table II-F contains data fur all minorities combined.
This AACJC survey found considerably more non-resi-

dent alien students in two-year colleges than have been
counted before. The 1976 Higher Education General Infor-

mation Survey (REGIS) reported 37,393 non-resident alien
students in two-year colleges, which agrees with the report,
"Open 17oors/1977-78, Report on International Education
Exchange," which shows 37,446, With a response rate of

78.8, or 971 colleges responding, AACJC found the total
figure for non-resident aliens to be 50,117. This figure may
be inflated for several reasons. Some college data systems
contain only a field for citizenship and not fur visa

status. If all non-citizen students are placed in the non-
resident alien column this would be a count of refugees and
others as well as the students here expressly for study. This
is certainly an area that needs a second look.

TABLE II

MINORITY ENROLLMENT AS A PERCENTAGE Of TOTAL ENROLLMENT,

TOP RANKED AND TYPICAL STATES, Alle.R. 1978

TABRE H-A

MOWN SIOENT ALiEtt, 1918

Rank Stele Percent

TABLE

NON-RISPANIC,1978

ink Proven

1 Illinois 5.0 1 Louisiana 32,5

2 Oklahoma 4.7 2 So. Carolina 29.9

3 Washington 3.4 3 Alabama 27.8

4 Hawaii 3.1 4 Mississippi 23.3

5 Maryland 3.0 5 Arkansas 20.7

6 Louisiana 2.4 6 No. Carolina 20.5

7 Colorado 2.3 7 Maryland 19.6

Florida 2.0 8 Georgia 18.9

9.5 Kentucky 1.7 9 Tennessee 18.6

9,5 Texas 1.7 10 Delaware 15.2-
AU states combined 1.4 All states combined 10.7

Typical stales Typical states

Michigan 0.7 Kansas 5.6

No, Dakota 0.7 Nevada 6.5

Tennessee 0.7 Missouri 6.6

Wisconsin 7.0
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TABLE Il -C

AMERICAN INDIAN OR NATIVE A
1978

TABLE We

ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLAM,
1978

Ronk State Pitman! Sink Stall

1 Alaska 42.3 1 Hawaii

2 No. Dakota 18.1 2 California

3 New Mexico 13.5 3 Washington

4 Montana 8.3 4 Oregon

5 Maine G.0 5 Virginia

6 Arizona 4.9 6 Maryland

7 Oklahoma 4.5 7.5 Illinois

8 Kansas 3.2 7.5 Alaska

9 So. Dakota 2.6 9 Nevada

Nevada 1,6

All states combined

Typical states
Florida

Illinois
Louisiana
Maryland
Mississippi
Nebraska
Texas

TABLE II-E

HISPANIC,

Rank State

1 New Mexico

2 Texas

3 California

4 Arizona

5 Florida

6 Colorado

7 Iowa

8 New York

9 Hawaii

10 Utah

All states combined

Typical states

Nebraska

Oklahoma

0.3
0.3

0.3
0.3

0.3
0.3

All 5lates combined

Typical states

Connecticut

Georgia

Michigan

Percent

70.1

5.9
1.9

TABLE lIf

miNpROT SUB-TOFA

1.7

1.3

2.4

0.5
0.5

Percent Rank Stale Pena

34.5 1 Hawaii 78.8

12,0 2 New Mexico 50.4

10.3 3 Alaska 44.9

8.9 4 Louisiana 38,4

8.6 5 So. Carolina 31.3

8.4 6 Alabama 29,8

4.8 7 California 28,8

4.5 8 Texas 26.1

3.8 9 Maryland 25.5

3.1 10 Mississippi 25.0

6.6 All states combined 22A

Typical states

0.7 Virginia 16.2 Black (13.0%)

1,0 Ohio 16.4 Black (14.6%)

Colorado 16,5 Hispanic (8.4%)
Black (3.8%)

New York 18.8 Black (10.3%)
Hispanic (4.5%)

Michigan 17,0 Black (13.1%)

Delaware 17.1 Black (15.2%)



A sunlit enrollment data for mit ity groups se.

and frill- and part-time status is displayed in Table III: and

for minority faculty in 'rable IV.

TABLE III

MINORITY ENROLLMENT BY MALE/FEMALE AND FULL -TIME /PART -TIMI STATUS

AACJC =1978

MEN

Noe-
Hesideni

Allan

N

Parvaril

%

Olen
Nen-

Hispanic

N

Percent

%

American
wise

Alaskan
'Wive

N

Percent

%

Amen
nr Peale
Islander

Pe

Percent

%

Hispanic

N

Fitton'

%

Min
Nan-

Hispanic

H

Percent Tow

NI

Full-tune 20,376 3.0 77.920 11 6 6.202 0.9 17.410 2.5 52,704 7,8 495,166 73.9 869,868

Pan-lime 11,613 1 2 96.752 9 3 9.519 0.9 28.587 2.7 64.684 6.2 825,102 79 5 1.026,257

Total 31,989 1.9 174,672 10 2 15,811 0 9 45,997 2 6 117,388 6.8 1,320,268 77.3 1,706,125

WOMEN

Full-time 7,346 1.1 95.361 14.6 7,161 10 14,109 2.1 53,227 8,1 473.914 72.7 651,118

Part-bnie 10,782 0.9 105,226 9 2 12.588 1.1 25.643 2.2 62.091 5.4 919.101 80 9 1.135,431

Total 18.128 1.0 200.587 11 2 19,749 1.1 39.752 2.2 115,318 6.4 1.393,015 77.9 1,788,549

All Full -hme 27.722 2 1 173.281 13 1 13.453 1 0 31,519 2.3 105,931 8.0 969.080 73.3 1,320,986

All Part-time 22,395 1 0 201.978 9 2 22.107 1 0 54.230 2.4 126.775 5.8 1.744.203 80.2 2.171.708

Total 50.117 1.5 375.259 10 7 35.560 1 0 85.749 2 5 232,700 6 7 2.713.283 77.7 3,492,674

Number of Institutions- 971

TABLE IV

MIN0RITY FACULTY EMPLOYMENT BY MALE/FEMALE AND FULL- TIME /PAR T -TIME STATUS

AACJC a 1978

MEN

Non-
Resident

Allen

N

Reri enI

%

aleck
Plan.

Hispanic

N

Percent

%

American
mien

Alaskan
Nallse

N

Percent

%

Asian
or Plaine
weeder

P4

Romani

%

Hispanic

N

Percent

.

White
Hew

Hispanic

N

Percent 'falai

pa

Hill -lime 108 0.2 2,065 41 224 04 764 1.5 1,839 3.7 44.260 89.8 49,260

Part -time 209 0.3 2,652 4.7 190 0.3 716 1.2 1.967 3.5 50,320 89.7 56.054

Total 317 0.3 4.717 4.4 414 0,3 1,480 1.4 3,806 3.6 94,580 89.8 105,314

WOMEN

Full - time 53 0V1 2,397 8.6 126 0.4 387 1.3 1.329 4.7 23,559 84.5 27.851

Pan-time 67 0.1 2.308 6.8 92 02 478 1,4 1,126 3.3 29,463 87.8 33,534

Total 120 0.1 4,705 7.6 218 0 3 865 1.4 2,455 3.9 53.022 86.3 61.385

All Full-time 161 0.2 4.462 5.7 350 0.4 1,151 1.4 3.168 4.1 67,819 87.9 77,111

All Part-lime 276 0.3 4.960 5.5 282 0 3 1.194 1 3 3.093 3.4 79.783 89.0 89.580

Total 437 0.2 9.422 5.6 632 0.3 2.345 1.4 6,261 3.7 147,602 88.5 166.699

Number 01 Institutions: 971
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Table V compares changes in minority enrollment and

changes in minority employment in community, junior, and

technical colleges. Differences between minority employee

percentages and enrollment are greatest for faculty ( -10.6

percent) and least Gm professional staff ( -5.2 percent),
Among blacks the shortfall for employment relative to enroll.

mein is somewhat less among professional staff ( - 1.0 per-

cent) and somewhat greater for faculty ( -5. 1 percent.

TABLE V

ENROLLMENT AND EMPLOYEE PERCENTAGES, FLAW, 1978

Non-What
Alien

Mock
NonH/spahle

Am'Mcan WW1
Alaskan %Ire

Ativi or
Pacific islander Hispanic

WNW
Nun.iitsukult

Minority
Sub101oi

Enrollment 1.4 10 7 1:0 2,4 6.6 77.6 22.1

Faculty 0.2 56 0.3 1:4 3.7 88.5 11.5

Professional Staff 0.1 J.7 0:5 2,2 4 93.1 16.9

Administrative Stall 0.3 7.4 1.5 0.9 3, 7 86.1 13.9

Multiple Source ( warisous

Comparing one source of data with another requires a

tolerant mind, but it is useful in getting a general picture of

change. Table VI uses three sources of data to indicate

changes in enrollment since 1970_ Since there were dis-

crepancies in actual figures, percentages give a more accur-

ate presentation. From 1970 through 1978, the growth*

across ethnic categories has been roughly comparable be-

tween full-time and part-time students. The growth in the

percentage of full-time black enrollment has been greater

than for part-time black enrollment. The former appears to

be stable in recent years while part-time black enrollment
has declined during the same period.

TABLE VI

MINORITY ENROLLMENT PERCENTAGES IN ALL TRIO -YEAR COLLEGES

(from dirge ource5)

Full-Ttme P3aTirrie Total

19701 11762 19743 1810 1971 1970 1910 1910

Black
4.8 13.1 13.1 3.5 10.4 9,2 8.3 11.7 10.7

American Indian or Native Alaskan 0.4 1.1 1.0 0.3 0.7 1.1 1.0

Asian or Pacific !Slander 0 8 2.0 2.3 0.6 2.2 2.4 1.4 2.1 2.4

Hispanic-
2.3 7.1 8.0 1.7 6.2 5.8 4.0 6.6 6.6

I Fall 1970, HEW /Office for Civil Rights

2 Fall 1976, REGIS SURVEY

3 Fall 1978. AACJC Minority Survey

"Oriental- in 1970 Survey

"Spanish" in 1970 Survey

Table VII also uses three data sources to chart changes

that have occurred in the numbers of minority faculty,
professional staff and administrators in the 1970's. Again,

the fact that data come from different sources makes exact
interpretations risky. There appears to have been growth in

the percentage of minority employment front 1970 to 1978.

There are no data for pmfessional staff in 1970, but since

1975 it seems that the rate of growth is slowing down for that

category as compared to faculty and administrative staff.
There appears to have been more growth for blacks and

14

Hispanics, small growth for Asians, and virtually no growth

for American Indians.
From 1970 through 1978, the percentage of black enroll_

ment increased about 30 percent and Hispanic enrollment

increased by 65 percent. At the same time the percentage of
black faculty increased by 55 percent and Hispanic faculty
increased by 260 percent. Even with the considerable growth,

there are still sizeable differences between the percent
employment of minorities and the percent enrollment of

minorities.



TABLE VII

MINORITY EMPLOYMENT PERCENTAGES IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES, BY EMPLOYMENT CATEGORY

(from three sources)

1970

Black
2

1975- 19711
3 1970

Indian
1975 Isle

Faculty 3.6 4.9 5.6 0.3 0.3

Professional Staff N/A 11.2 9.7 N/A 0.5 0.5

Administrative Stan 6.1 7.5 0.5 0.6

1 GoodrichAACJC, 1970

2 HEGIS SURVEY, 1975

3AACJC Minority Oata, 7

A nnther ;Isle/esti ng part of the picture is how two-year
colleges.look when compared with the rest of postsecondary
education. There are no 1978 data available at this time for

all of higher education. However, in 19;6, 38.8 percent of

all minority students in higher education were in two-year
colleges. A percentage comparison using 1976 data is shown

in Table VIII, The percentage of minority enrollment is
greater in two-year colleges (22,6 percent) than in higher
education as a whole (19.0 percent). This is true for all

ethnic categories except non-resident alien.
While the minority percentage in part-time enrollment is

comparable for two-year colleges (20.6 percent versus 19.7

Asian Hispanic
1979 1975 1979 19717 1975 1979

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.1 1.4

1.0 2.2

0.5 0.9

1.1

N/A

1.0

2_0 3.7

3.2 4,5

1.7 3.7

Total
1970 1975 1979

5.0 8.4 11.5

N/A 15.9 16.9

7.1 9.0 13.9

percent for all of higher education), there is a somewhat
higher percentage of minority students among full-time stu-
dents in two-year colleges (24.3 percent) as compared to all
higher education (19.9 percent). No differences are evident

by sex in minority enrollment across ethnic categories be-
tween two-year colleges and higher education as a whole.

Turning to employment data reported ire the 1976 Higher
Education General Information Survey (HEGIS), the per-
centage of minority faculty in all of higher education and
two-year colleges is generally comparable. The only differ-
ence of note is that there is a smaller percentage of Asian
faculty in two-year colleges.

TABLE VIII

MINORITY ENROLLMENT IN TWO-YEAR COLLEGES AND ALL OF HIGHER EDUCATION, HEGIS (1976)

Non Resident
Allen

Two-Year All

Black
Non-Hispanic

Two-Year All

American Indian or
Alaskan Native

Trio -Year All

MEN

Full-time 1.9 2.3 11.5 8,7 1.1 0.6

Part-time 0.9 1.1 10.1 9.4 1.0 0.9

Total 1.4 2.0 10.8 9.0 1.0 0.7

WOMEN
Full-time 1.0 1.0 15.0 11.9 1.1 0.7

Part-time 0.7 0.8 10.7 10.8 1,1 0.9

Total 0.9 1.0 12.7 11,6 1.1 0.8

All Full-Time 1.5 1.8 13.1 10.2 1.1 0.6

All Pail-Time 0.8 1.0 10.4 10,1 1.0 0.9

Total 1.1 1.5 11.7 10.2 1.1 0.7
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Asian or
hale Islander

Two-Year All

Hispanic

Two-Year All

White
NonHispanic

Two-Year All

2.2 1.8 6.9 4.3 76.5 82.3

2.3 2,1 6.8 &0 79.0 80.4

2.2 2,0 6.8 4.8 77.7 81.7

1.8 1,7 7.3 4.6 73.7 80.0

2.0 1.9 5.7 5_4 79.7 80.2

1.6 1.8 6.4 4.8 76.6 80.1

2.0 1.7 7.1 4.4 75.2 81.2

2.2 2.0 6.2 5.7 79.4 80.3

2.1 1.8 6.6 4.8 77.4 81.0



TABLE IX

PRoroarom OF THE18-24 YEAR OLD POPULATION ARO

PROPOIRTHONCPFINNO-YEAFt COLLEGE ENROLLMENT

WHIC11 IS SLACK OR OF SPANISH ORIGIN, BY STATE, IN 1976

Stale

foal
Enrollmend

Oleo*

18.24 Year
Population

Spanish Origin

lotal 1B-24 Year

Enrollment Population

Total
Alabama

11.0%

29.8
12_0%

29_3
6C1..7'14

5.3%

0.4

Alaska 4,2 4 _7 1.8

kriiona 3.6 2.3 1 IA 15.3

Arkansas 15,9 20.5 (IA

California 9.3 9 , 5 9.9 15.9

C31018d0 4.6 3.6 8.5 10.8

C-ormeoriCut 8.4 7.6 1.5 3.0

Delaware 15_9 13.9 1.2 1.9

Florida 12,7 17.9 E7 6.7

Georgia 16.6 31 _3 04 0.4

Hawaii 1=2 1 .1 3,13 2.2

Idaho 0.2 9 ,2 0 5 1.9

Illinois 15.2 16.4 24 3.9

Indiana_ 9.4 6.3 05 1.8

low 2,1 1 _6 06 1.0

Kansas
Kenteckl

6.2
13=8

4 .6
10 .5 0.2

2.1 2.8
0.8

Louisiana 31,6 27,5 IA 1.5

Maine 0.3 0.5 00 0.5

Maryland 20=0 20,9 0.6 0.5

massact users 3_5 2.6 1.6 0.8

Michigan 13.9 12,5 OA 1.3

Minnesota 1,2 0.8 02 0.7

Mississippi 27.4 37.3 01 0.4

Missouri 18.5 14.0 05 1,0

Montana OA 1 .0 0.0 1.9

Nebraska 5.1 3.5 05 1.4

Nevada 5.0 7,2 2.4 5.9

New Barnesh ire 0=4 0.3 0.2 0.5

Newjersey 13.7 10.3 33 5.5

New Mexico 2.7 1 .6 15 7 34.1

Newyork 12.7 13.5 61 7.2

Noah Carolina 20.1 25.5 04 0.0

North Galicia 0.2 ti.,
,---. ,

.4 0 1 0 4

Ohio 14.2 10.1 0.7 I.3

Oklahoma B.1 0.8 1.8

Oregon 1 .5 1.1 2.1

Pennsylvania 1 ,.q.3 09 I 0

Rhode Island 7 fl 3.4 03 0 6

South Cantina 32,2 0.1 0.7

Solidi Dakota D.2 0.4 0.2 0,9

Tennessee 20.6 17.9 0.3 0.5

Texas 11 .6 1 i .7 16.9 20 I

Utah 0.4 1.1 25 3_5

verraont 110 0.2 OA 1.3

Virginia 14.4 15.6 0.5 01

Washington 35 2.5 1.6 2.7

West Virginia 3.0 2.3 5 I 0.2

Waco Sin 5.3 3.4 0.8 0 9

Wyoming 1 .3 1 .1 3.2 5.7

Sources' Population data. Nilo, Analysis Service, American Council on Education. Based

on unpublished data from the Bureau of the Census. Survey of Income and

Education, MAO nai corner for Education Stztistics

Entoonlent data, Fall 1976, HEGIS Survey-
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14(1yeaX colleges appear to be serving Ate riot-I-traditional

iderils llama ever before. The average age -of coioniunity

college students is going tap ; nevertheless, approxitnittely

half the two-year college students are under Z5 yea% .101' age.

ahle 1K ShiuvWS the proportion of black, and Ilisponic ienr-011-

intent in two -year colleges for each state cornpared to the

proportion of the 18- to 24- yeakr-edd poplilalion in those

ethnic categories by state. There is close relationship be-

tkveett the percentage of minorities in the poproletion and in

the proportion enrolled in two-year colleges, bough there

are state by state differences,

', N._

The 197-8 AACJC Minority Survey vats takeit in voiljtine-
Cull Willi lite itiattial AACJC Direeio(l. Stine y; elph of the

111s011-111011 lilecl in the Directory receivedbvill a 1)1 fertilry
;yid to IVIitturi ty Survey fonn. Ott the NE inorLty Survey the

colleges tv-ere asked for minority panicipation data as of

Utluber 15, 1978. Over 90 percent a the iniit itutionsi re-

N1)0167112(1 1c) OW Directo:v Survey while- 78-43 parent re-

sponderl kr ill c Minority StarVey.
Some colleges collected minority dot 4,1 ma du or> honor-

hasis, ReeatuAd of this difference illVi neloners ttii 11 not he thv

Wale in Ow ivio publications.

Bibli10 t itpity`

Kx filch A ri(111=w, i lit (LW kVei41.11..43ailp, A -Niiitori(it

itt Twit -1 car Crillegui,- Croomiinifii and donna Col7,74,ijultrut=17,

Vol, k4, No, 4, it. 28 119 70 data),

Enroll 'nerd i til-ito-Year Collerx, Racial and EllitiirErmilltHerit haul fur

Imitilutions of nigher Eductitimit fall t 1910. licuarimen1 iir lien1111,

Education mini Velfare, (Mice for Civil !tights, DO- 72.9=

Knofill ',win Ay Are, National Center Mc Education .__Illt i,,,1ici lk: KS).

I l iglu-- r Education General Wig-illation Survey Ill Ffil'5).1.'ull 197n.

Pr, nit 4Frr iiori IfettrA: Total Fa-rink. Enipiti10,,v rn Iliriiiifj.fitiN ()I Woh,r

Ethirmion ( 1975 tiopoldislied data i Tattle- I. Vs. Siirmilitr,"

Jill ion. Alit-qv! 4:.: Lowenstein= Janet: uirui Slater'', Holten E. `- allow

JJrtres /J9)77- 1978 Report tin livrnittiond Fill, 4 111,4,1
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TABLE X

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES

One Dupont Circle

Washington, D.C. 20036

PART III: Fall Enrollment and Related Data by Racial and Ethnic Categories

Instructions: Using the data you provided in Part II of this questionnaire under Enrollment and Faculty /St

557iiiiiT5iahout the racial and ethnic categories specified below. Grand totals reported in this section

reported in Part II. (Shaded bones for office use only)

111103111 Official Name of Institution:

ritiENT sernResi dent Al ien
'edit only)

Male

Time

is by

/Ethnic

P

(/STAFF

=omit)

Time

Time

S by

(Ethnic
2

Staff

Female-

11111

, please give further

ould be the same as those

American Indian Asian or Pacific

Black, NcrirlisoanIc_. _or Alaskan NatIve _ Islander _

ale Female Male Female=
;8 23 to

ETITT1 1771 17171

+Da # 1 +EL=

eat' 5 Nkrne

J

10
20

EEL=
33 38

+=T. ELIO 4

on 33

Signature

ILL

11111

11111
3e

Male female_

43 se_

LED

4=

Hispanic

Wall

5

11111

hite 01S

Rale Female

Se G3

Gatch/Form

Totals - Fell-Time a

Part Time (Equal to

L91111210111)

711-1

MID

EDID
73

r [1112 11111
so

.01111
s.

43

MIN

. TIE

EDI1111 11111

11111 .E111:1=1 11111
F7 73

Ti tle Phone Date



A CONGRESSWOMAN SPEAKS:

IMPORTANCE Of COMMUNITY COLLEGES FOR BLACKS

Honorable Shirley Chisholm

In this post-Bakke period de ',rimed by economic stress
and widespread concern about t.'c allocation of increasingly

scarce occupational and educational resources, the U.S.
Congress will soon initiate in earnest the process of reauth-

orization of the Higher Education Act. This legislation,
because it includes a range of postsecondary programs as
well as measures authorizing institutional aid and direct
student financial support, will receive close scrutiny from

the traditional educational lobbying associations. Signifi-
cantly, blacks and other minorities have also begun to
carefully review the various titles of this Act in order to
formulate strategy and legislative proposals geared toward

their unique interests. Prominent among the concerns ex-
pressed by these groups is a paramount interest in the
growth and enhancement of higher educational opportuni-

ties for blacks in the nation's community colleges.
Although accurate and precise statistics are still difficult
obtain, some have estimated that black enrollment in

community colleges primarily two-year i nst i tut i ona--- ranges

as high as 40 percent of the total higher education black
student population. Similarly, a significant proportion of
Hispanic students are also clustered in communitycolleges.

These enrollment figures mandate that we shape our legisla-

_ riorities so as to address the immediate needs of this

community college student population. However, we must
at the same time develop and implement long range goals
which will serve to further upgrade and expand access to
postsecondary opportunities for our black youth.

F'or example, under the existing Act, Title Ill, which is

the only provision in this legislation which provides institu-
tiolial support, contains a 24 percent set-aside feature to

guarantee a portion of funding to community collegea. Some

black educators stress the need to preserve this set-aside
which they claim operates as a funding floor for eligible
institutions. To do otherwise, they warn, might mean that

community colleges might be denied the necessary funds

and resources to adequately serve a significant proportion of

minority students. Others advocate the abolition of the

set-aside mechanism in Title III in favor of a concerted effort

to secure appropriations for Title X which has gone un-
funded. (Title X contains authorizing language for the estab-

lishment and expansion of community colleges but is presently

unfunded). Those who emphasize this approach point to the

squabble and intense competition for funding which has
accelerated among those currently eligible for Title Ill fund-

ing under proposed HEW regulations published in Novem-

ber, 1978. 1 am acutely aware of the underlying tension

which exists between some of the predominantly black
community col leges which are located in our urban centers

and the historically black colleges primarily situated in the

Southern states, Still others have identified the need to draft

new legislation to establish a program which will provide the

necessary transitional and supportive services for students
who attempt to bridge the gap from a two-year facility to a

"-fOur-year postsecondary institution. The high student attri-

tion during this transition phase would seem to buttress this

argument.
We cannot select, without further inquiry, the approach

err combination of approaches which will best serve the

interests of our students. Moreover, we must guard against

the tendency to gravitate toward what appears as the most

expeditious course of action only to later discover that we

denied ourselves an opportunity to explore other more bene-

ficial options. Hake no mistake about itwe must be pre-

pared to wage a careful and deliberate struggle to gain and

preserve passage of those legislative proposals which re-
dound to the benefit of our black and other minority students.

I will, after further study, introduce a bill to reauthorize

the Higher Education Act, and certainly intend to include

measures in this legislation particularly fashioned to ad-

dress the needs of the community college constituency. In
order to secure enactment of this new law, I will need the

support and active assistance of all concerned individuals
and groups throughout the reauthorization. I hope the sup-

porters of community college education are prepared to join

me in this struggle.
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MINORITY LEADERS SPEAK:

AN EVOLVING DEVELO-_ MENTAL STUDIES PROGRAM

Mildred Bell

Since its opening in 1966, El Centro College of the Dallas

County Community District in Texas has offered remedial

courses in reading, writing, and mathematics, all of which

are essential for a school with an open door admissions
policy. Students could also enroll in English, Spanish,
French, and speech. Two years later, however, administra-

tors realized that additional sections of these Guided Studies

Courses, as they were then called, were needed, as well as

qualified specialists to teach them. This need brought about

the creation of a Guided Studies Division with a staff of

full -time instructors.
The name of the division was later changed to Develop.

mental Studies as the program was expanded to include

college transfer courses in advanced reading and a Due-or

two-year program for educational paraprofessionals. The

program also includes a one-hour college transfer course
offered through the College Learning Skills laboratory where

instructors work with students with individual needs through

a wide range of materials, books, tapes, and filmstrips in

many areas, including the following; spelling and vocabulary

development; reading a textbook and taking exams: outlining,

summarizing, and taking class or lecture notes; time onat

agement and organizing themes and essays: the improvement

of reading comprehension and increasing reading speed;

and, the use of proper grammar and mechanics in writing.

A recent addition to the programs ()I' the Developmental

Studies Division is the Learning Strategics Team. This team

consists of two developmental studies instructors who inter-

act with faculty to plan methods of teaching and reinforcing;

desired study skills within regular course content. The team

offers resources and ideas, classroom presentations on basic

skills, referral information for students with serious prob-

lems, and specialized programs that are developed for parl.i-

cular courses.
Instructors may utilize the Learning Strategies Team for

presenting the following skills to the students: how to read a

textbook; now to study for and take exams: how to use the

library more effectively; how to learn to build a vocabulary;

how to acquire note-taking skills; and how to schedule time

for school, study, work, and personal affairs.

The Learning Strategies Team has also prepared printed
information for distribution to teachers upourequest on such

topics as: how to teach students to use a textbook; how to

teach students to take notes; how to integrate study skills
into regular course content; how to use essay tests to help
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students improve their writing: and how to use timed writings

to monitor student progress in writing and in learning course
material. The team also works with the Learning Skills
Laboratory technician and instructors to set up individualized

programs for students in various course content areas.

Another recent addition to the Developmental Studies

Division is the talented and gifted program. There are eight

basic areas of talented and gifted education. These are:

general intellectual abilities, specific academic abilities,
leadership abilities, visual /performing arts abilities, psy-
chomotor abilities, affective abilities, and vocational/career
abilities. Minority students are typically well represented in

the percentage of students nationally who are excelling in

the eight major areas.
Students whose strengths go unchallenged frequently he-

conic disinterested in school and are more likely to drop out.

It is urgently important and in the best interest of the student

and society that we develop appropriate educational experi-

ences for these TAG students so that we can reap the
benefits of the most gifted leaders, artists, thinkers, teachers

and those who have the greatest opportunity to excel la all

(11MM:ill/IL; of society.
What we have learned by studying the lives of gifted and

talented youngsters is that if left without appropriate educa-

tional programs, the rich and varied gifts of these youngsters

are lost not only to themselves and society but may also
become misdirected. Strong leaders who don't know how to
work through their gifts to the benefit of society often be-

come negative leaders within society. Our prisons are full of
such examples. Bright creative minds have for decades
been sent to stand in the halls of schools or sent to the

principal for reprimand because few understood or valued

the gifts, much less knew how to develop and nurture this

rare talent.
What is true for all students is no less true for minority

students. Unless the educational program is appropriate for

students' needs, challenging and relevant to their interests,

and related to their concerns, the chances of keeping them

actively in school, much less developing the full range of
their giftedness, are small. But with an imaginative, di-

verse, flexible program, minority students can be actively
involved with community leaders and teachers in mentor

relationships and internships to work at jointly solving some

of the most pressing contemporary problems. They can work

directly with business and industry to develop innovative



internships in administration, management, and all phases
of vocationai/profession l life. They can intern with the best

art, music, dance and theatre companies to develop their
abilities and gifts. In fact, one major characteristic of talented
and gifted education is that it is flexible and integrated
within the community drawing on contemporary problems,

challenges, and opportunities.
Students are more apt to stay in school if they feel chal-

lenged and successful, and if they are contributing signifi-
cant leadership to the institution. The TAG program, as it is

now developing, is moving actively in this direction. Minority
students are a very important part of the program because
they are a significant and important resource within society.

With an active recruitment of minority students, it is possible

not only to strengthen the program and the educational
opportunities for all students as a result of strung student
projects, but to make a positive impact on the retention of

minority students.
Several courses in the area of English and history have

been created for the special interests of minority students.
Two courses are offered at the sophomore English level;

Black Literature (English 215), and Black Poetry (English
216). Four courses are offered through the Social Science
Division that have appeal for minority students: The Heritage

of Mexico (History 110), Latin American History (History

112), Afro-American History (History 120), and American
Minorities (History 204). It is the belief of college staff that

the offering of courses to appeal to the pride of the ethnic
origin of students helps to retain students.

Several approaches are being tried in the college's English

102 course entitled "Composition and Literature," the second

semester of freshman English. One section is offered in both

the day and evening programs, and is designed to meet ibe

needs of students who have problems with abstract learning.
The approach in this effort is an audio-visual one that

cosnunences witIc on ;ntrarlUCtory Unit On vonfernpOniry 44nrutr,

lyrics as literature. Thereafter, an international icwrvey

course presents writers and literature chronologically/ as
parts of civilitarion.

The instructor of this course sometimes does an oral
interpretation of literary works instead of relying solely on

the printed page. Sometimes period costumes are displayed

in class. Students can also receive extra credit by attending
and criticizing current play_ s that are offered in the Dallas

area.
Other English 102 instructors are utilizing special focuses

to interest students in literature. Fur example, on 2, ;roctnuator

attempts to introduce literature to students by focusing on the

mythological lore of various ethnic groups, while another
instructor uses the literature of sports as a central theme,

Counseling at El Centro College is a growing, evolving,

and continually changing concept, contingent upon the
needs of the student population. Its professional services are
designed to assist the student in discovering and utilizing

his or her potential in the decision-making process. Coun-
selors maintain the philosophical stance that the student is

capable of making objective and satisfying decisions about
educational, vocational, and personal goals given appropri-
ate guidance to alleviate fears, deficiencies, and often self-
distortion. In order to achieve its objectives, El Centro
College has a unique counseling organiz.anionat structure.

Counseling is centered in three locations. They are the
Academic Advisement Center, the Career Center, and the
Human Education Center, all staffed by professional coun-

selors.
In addition, professional counselors are assigned and

housed in each academic division. This makes the counselor

more accessible to students and faculty. Job responsibilities

are particular to the needs and goals of that academie division.

Such decentralized organization permits an integration of
student services and instruction. The counselor consults
with the instructors to determine how to personalize instruc-

tion to promote the student's self-esteem and motivation to

learn.
The three centers offer a variety of organized services in

an educational setting, which contribute to and expand the
scope of the college curriculum.

The Academic Advisement Center provides students with

many phases of academic advising and educational plan-
ning, including individual counseling, tests and test inter-

pretation, transfer ability information, degree planning,
crisis intervention, and tutoring services. Students have

access to catalogs and up-to-date information on all colleges

in Texas and many in other states. The programs of this
center are aimed at meeting the needs of each individual by

assessing his or her achievement level upon entry to the
college; assisting the student to create a plan for develop-

ment; and assisting the student in finding the resources
within the college that address those needs.

The Career Center provides students a network to make

long-range choices and short-tenni career plans through
individual counseling, aptitude and interest testing, a com-

prehe sive career library, current job trends, classroom
presentations on career-related programs, seminars on ca-
reer topics, a part-time Jib listing service, and individual
instructional packages. The faculty is encouraged to promote
career awareness in their classes, to show the relevance of
course material to career goals, and to include career com-
petencies as a part of the course objectives.

Professionals from the minority business community are
invited to the college to ,provide students with an accurate
and realistic view of their particular fields. Recruiters who

arc seeking minority employees are encouraged to visit
classes, the Career Center, or conduct interviews on campus.

The Human Education Center focuses on college-wide

activities that are primarily aimed at affective education and

the skills for living. Day and evening programs include
workshops, seminars, lectures, films, book reviews, and
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experiential groups. The sought-after goals are to help the
participant grow as a person, to survive in college, to make a
career choice, or to develop as a staff member. Many
instructors request a repeat of the presentations in their
classrooms as an enrichment for other sections.

The monthly calendar of daily activities is distributed
thrcughout the college. Due to the needs of many El Centro
students, there is a great deal of concentration on presenta-
tions that enhance self-esteem, self-understanding, self-
confidence, and anxiety reduction.

Each semester the center presents a one-week counseling
series for students on "How to Avoid Academic Suspension."
This is a one-day, three-hour seminar conducted by coun-
selors. This series is designed to assist students who
encounter difficulty in the classroom, including students
already on academic probation, those identified by faculty
as potential probationary students, and those who have
returned after academic suspension. An outgrowth of this
series was die three-semester credit hour human develop-
ment class specifically tailored to the needs of the students

returning after academic suspension.
The Counseling Division also offers other Ira rah! e

human development (HD) courses. These courses are de-
signed to give more indepth concentration tar students who
have specific needs. They include:

HD 102 Orientation for College Success (one credit
hour)

HD 104 - Educational nd Career Planning (three credit
hours)

HD 105 - Basic Process _r of ha anal Relationships
(three credit hours)
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1-1 D 106 and Social Growth (three credit hours)

EID 107 - Developing Leadership Bch, it, (three credit
hours)

Oilier HI) courses are tailored to the needs of spec'
eel-th:al-occupational programs, such as "Death and Dy-
ing " for the associate degree nursing program.

Bpeause of El Centro's diverse student body, the Student
Development program of the college has always tried to offer
a variety of ethnic minority programs and speakers for the
student body to reinforce ethnic pride as well as to provide
role models for suidents. Many times Arthur Mitchell, co-
founder and artistic director of the Dance Theatre of Harlem,
has spoken to our students. As a matter of fact, by a
fortuitous set of circumstances, Mitchell agreed to serve as
the co-director ,..11 the El Centro dance program when it was
inaugurated in 1976. The college also underwrote a lecture
demonstration for the Dance Theatre of Harlem when the
company mane its first Dallas appearance.

Many nationally known minority figures are invited to
appear. In addition, locally prominent minority judges, city
council people, and other business and civic leaders speak
to the students. Student development annually sponsors
speakers, programs, musical groups, and art exhibitions for
Semana Chicana and Black Awareness events. These kinds
of events are also offered throughout the year, as are theatri-
cal programs, movies, dance bands, and video tapes that
appeal to minority groups.

At El Centro, in short, the Developmental Studies Program
includes the total college and the total community.



HASKELL INDIAN JUN (111, _GE - SERVING

Wafture E.

Haskell's evolution has been continual. from 1885-1890,

the school's official name was the United States Indian

Industrial Training School. But unofficially the school was

ways called Haskell, after the Kansas coegressman re-
sponsible for locating the school in that state. From 11190-

1970, the school's official name was Haskell Institute.
Since 1970, the school's official name has been Haskell

Indian Junior College.
Haskell opened in 1884 with a curriculum of agricultural

manual labk from grades one through five. By 1894, Has-

kell was also training teachers in a Normal Department. One

yew: later a Commercial Department was created to offer

business training. The agriculture curriculum had expanded

by 1899 into a variety of specialized areas such as fruit

culture and dairying, an© Trades Deparimem was tuitleil. tiI

1901 a uniform course of study was introduced by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. The secondary curriculum had

been accredited by the State of Kansas in 1927, and Haskell

was offering post-high school courses in a variety of areas.

By 1935 Haskell high school graduates were being actively

recruited to remain and begin post-high vocational study.

As Haskell began to evolve into a post-high school vota-

tional-technical institution in 1962, the phase-out of the

secondary program ensued. The last high school class grad-

uated in 1965. By 1966, the school was investigatirig
higher education needs of Indian young people and the

possibility of junior college accreditation. Initial steps were

taken in 1968 to achieve Kansas State Junior College ac-

creditation, which was formally accorded in 1970.

Haskell Institute became Haskell Indian JuniorCollege in

1970 with the addition of a two-year general education
curriculum leading to an associate of arts degree. To Trivet

the needs of Indian students in a c ,instantly ehangi rig mods',

Haskell today is developing breiader and Inure complete

educational opportunities. The comprehensive junior college

program expands the Indian student's slid) possibilities
across a wide spectrum of cili-116mnd choices. I 1c or she

call choose to pursue a trade or technical skill, a junior
college degree, or a combination of both.

Haskell Indian Junior College has been sucessfill arid

held in high es-teem by Indian people for many parrs. It

stands alone in contributing Indian leadership to government,

tribes and other related Indian entities. Haskell has a pro' ;t1

and successful alumni group, established on a nadonul
level, with chapters in five major population areas.

The success of Haskell Indian Junior College has been its

willingness to change or develop its program to meet the

needs of its constituency. The Haskell program is successful

for a variety of reasons. It is comprehensive in nature,

SPECIAL NEED

thereby enabling the college to serve a constituency that has

an extensive diversity of educational needs with a wide

range of programs. For example, the bio-med program

tour rives studentsof higher academic skill to participate in a
research-oriented program that leads to enrollment at other

colleges and universities in science programs that are of a
complex academic nature; or students can get on-the-job

training in the food service area. There are many levels of

academic difficulty and manipulative skills between these

two extremes.
Haskell has also attempted to meet the needs of different

levels of interest and aptitudes within various fields. In the

electronics area, for instance, students are placed in a
general education area during the first year of instruction

and Owe Lilt adv traced it their second yca: instruetien to

study in various levels of electronic disciplines such as
electromechanical, industrial mechanical, radio and televi-

sion repair and maintenance.
The comprehensive program also enables the college, in

its placement and counseling program, to allow students to

explore the various areas of training and gain first-hand

experience and assistance to make sound academic deci-

sions in finding the areas which are best suited to their
educational commitment, aptitudes, and needs. Since the
overwhelming majority of students who enroll at Haskell

have been deprived of educational opportunities at the
elementary and secondary level, it is very necessary for the

college to utilize a skills development approach. This is

done by computer assisted instruction, by tutorial services,

small group instruction, and individual counseling.

All of these services are housed in a modern, pleasant,

and easily accessible central location on the campus, In-

structors in the various fieltls are urged to refer students and

assist them as some of the deficiencies are identified in their

regularly scheduled classes.
The orientation program at the college is very important to

the entering student. The program is designed to bring the

student to the campus seven to eight days prior to actual
enrollment and to enter the student in a concentrated evalu-

ation and an extensive introduction and review of college

and community services and programs. The outcome of the

program enables the student to have a better understanding

of his academic aptitude and the breadth of the college's
offerings. Because of this, he or she is better able to make

decisions onceruing course selection and field of study.

The orientation program also enables the college to prescribe

a developmental program for the student in order for the
person to gain the competency and skills necessary to realize

educational goals.
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Haskell's approach to cultural studies is a very constructive
and sensible manner of offering programs to students who
have a need to identify with their culture, to know their
history, religion, and arts and crafts. The Division of
Studies has been given equal status with other divisions of
the college, thereby rendering prestige and credibility to it.
The courses in languages, history, and contemporary affairs
are of the usual length of one semester; however, many of the

other courses in crafts, dance, music, and construction are
of lesser length and are held at convenient times for students
to enroll throughout the semester. This enables the college

to employ, on a short-time basis, authorities and experts in

the various offerings from their tribes and reservation areas.
The college has also attempted to utilize the resources of

its extensive and sueces4:11 alumni and to identity with
Indian professional organizations. It is very important for
the college to exhibit a leadership role in this urea. If this
college is to remain active and helpful to the Indian commu-
nity in the future, it must do the following:

(a) Develop a depository of-xcindarly works fur the
research and development of Indian programs, poli-
cies, and procedures;

(b) Seek a closer .c.; 4enbty with tribes and r .ation

programs and that the visibility of this college should

assume a larger profile to Indian communities:

let Offer the expertise of its own rosoumes to other
Indians, as well as to non-Indian educational organ-
ations;

(di Develop materials, authentic in nature, to he utilized
by the general public, Indians, and protessionais in
developing educational programs and understanding
among all people.



EFFICACY OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES FOR MINORITIES

Donald IL Godbold

For almost two decades community colleges have proven

to be the most exciting conceptual and physical intervention

on the educational scene. Having broken from the yokes of

the I(-12 and junior college systems, the community college

has been able to assert preeariouslyan identity that is

uniquely its own in higher education. When consideration is

given to the fact that upwards (075 percent of the minorities

who enter college for the first time as freshmen enroll in

community colleges, the average age of students at this level

nationally is approaching 3O, and significant enrollment

increases have resulted from part-time students, the positive

influences of this level of education on minorities can be

easily recognized. At the risk of sounding trite, the positive

role community colleges have had in the education of minor-

ities would tit the este -pries of (1) providing int:re:zed

educational opportunity, (2) enhancing opportunities for

new careers and development, and (3) providing improved

self images.
Increased educational opportunity for minorities has been

made possible through the greater accessibility of postsec-

ondary education resulting from open admissions and prox-

imity of community colleges to urban areas where much of

the minority population is located. The elimination of ad-

missions requirements and receptivity of the community
college to any person over high school age who can profit

from education at this level has removed an almost

mountable obstacle for many minority persons who desire to

pursue education beyond high school. The location of com-

munity colleges, for the most part within easy commuting

distance, low tuition, and the ability to enroll pan-time have

also been advantageous to minorities seeking education at

this level. The provision of outreach ceitteis mid taking

college level courses into the community. service areas has

further provided the rootlet, for many minorities to become

exposed to postsecondary education who would otherwise

not have availed themselves of this opportunity.
Community colleges have also recognized that a policy of

open admissions requires that instruction begin where the

lent is in his or her life. To compensate for certain

academic deficits, programs of basic skills development
have become accepted adjuncts to instructional programs

for transfer to four-year institutions or occupational skills

attainment. Programs for basicskills development have had

a positive effect on the educational achievement of many

i writ ies.
Of primary significance in the education afforded mit ri-

ties by community colleges has been the opportunity to

acquire necessary academic skills, beyond the basics, for

admission to four-year colleges. Malty minorities who other-
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wise would not have qualified for admission to four-year
institutions have been able to do so through attendance at
community colleges. In like manner, many minorities have

viewed the attainment of an associate degree as the major

academic accomplishment in their lives for purposes of their

own personal enrichment. For many of these individuals,

there is no intent to pursue further education except in areas

of personal interest.
The average age level of the comm-unity college student

would tend to indicate that the community college does have

something to offer persons other than those who enter directly

from high school. The community college does provide for

many minorities the opportunity to pursue oew fields of
occupational endeavor or to improve themselves in their

prescnt jobs. licsponzive CertEntmity oesgls; the col iegeA

have provided courses for upgrading, licensure, and other

objectives related to career enhancement. Courses of this

type would not be offered by many commercial or proprietary

schools, thereby possibly precluding career imp_ rovement for

many minorities.
The community college has also been instrumental in

helping many minorities develop the sophistication neces-

ry to improve job seeking skills and the development of

career goals. Programs of cooperative education, career
counseling and personal assessment have been of assistance

to many persons in their career exploration. Fur sonic, the

community college has provided the first serious entree into

the employment market after years of failure, disruptive

home lives, financial setbacks, unsuccessful prior educa-

tional experiences, and personal despair and frustration.

For large numbers of minority people, the community
11 Lcuilegc mats icrmruveta I i.: my qu of ;.,g;

education beyond high school. Minority students who have

found success it the community college have gained an

increased awareness of themselves, resulting in improved

self images. They have become more competitive and asser-

tive, less anxious about their place in society, the pursuit of

education, and themselves. They have also become better

able to cope with the vicissitudes and caprices of the world

around them. Community colleges have helped minorities

become better persons in interaction with others and as role

models to those with whom they come in contact. For many

minorities, the educational accomplishment achieved at the

community college is the spark to the positive self image that

is the passport to a new world and a new life.
Finally, the community college movement has provided

increased professional opportunities for these disadvantaged

persons, Minorities are found in virtually all positions at all

levels in the personnel hierarchy of these institutions. The



professional opportunities provided minorities have done
much to improve institutional climates - and provide role
models for minorities, as well as diffuse stereotypic notions
about their competencies.

Although the community college has provided the pass-
port for a new life into a new world, there is still room for
improvement. There could be improvement in instructional
methodology and greater appreciation of learning styles to
better accommodate the diversity of cultural backgrounds
and prior educational achievement of iMnorities attracted to
the community college. Such instruction, which is often
resisted by faculty, includes open laboratories, self-paced
instruction, and programs of competency-based learning.

There could also be greater acceptance of the widespread
need for improved approaches to basic skills instructiou.
The teaching of basic skills should not be viewed as an
adjunct to reul teaching," but a viable and integral part of
any community college i est ructional program.

An area of greater need is the improvement of supportive
service; in counseling, assessment of learning disabilities
and needs, and prescriptive approaches tOr the reduction of
academic deficiencies and goal-oriented learning. The
present and outmoded method of delivering coonseling ser-
vices to students does little to enhance these programs on
community college campuses or to reach the majority of
students who need counsel rig. The team approach to the
counseling of minorities, using Para-professionals and peers
with the professional counselor, or similar approaches. is
advocated. There is a definite need for improved communi-
cation and greater concentration of individualized help for
students outside the classroom to help cope with the college
environment.

Community colleges could make further improvement in
the development of more positive self images of minority
students by employing more minorities. This is particularly
true at the faculty level where the direct interface with the
student takes place. The number of minority instructors at

colleges, even in areas of high ntinvrity density, is woefully
small. Employment of more minority faculty should do much
to improve the environmental climate of colleges so located,
and also provide a much needed sensitivity to diverse student
cultures at colleges in areas with less minority density,

Although career exploration is one of the strong suits of
the community college, it, too, can he improved upon through
better articulated programs with regional and local job op-
portunities, More first-hand information about occupations
requiring significant study is needed, as well as the appro-
priate facilities for dispensing this information. Many com-
munity colleges, particularly those in communities with
high concentrations of minorities, fall far short of the mark
in developing career exploration opportunities and programs
suited to the students being served.

Methods of recruitment, and particularly retention, of
minorities need considerable improvement. Both relate to
what the college has to offer, how well it is offered, and the
environmental climate in which it is offered. Given the
proper supportive services and basic skills opportunities,
recruitment and retention relate directly to viable and 're-
sults oriented" programs and faculty attitudes. As a practical
matter, laid) can and must be improved upon if community
colleges are to remain attractive to minorities.

Finally., there is the need for improved research into the
efficacy of community college fur minorities. The time is
quickly waning when we can say without the benefit of
objective information that community colleges have been
good for minorities. To say that some have become employ-
able before graduation is not good enough. Above all, c.orn-
mutiny colleges must not become the "tracking system" of
higher education for minorities, now that the "heat" of
student activism is off and the universities have "upped"
their admissions requirements.

If we are to continue to believe in the efficacy of mrou-

nity colleges for minorities, we must then provide the
,
a

_

prove it.



MINORITIES AND THE TWO-YEAR C

Hattie R. Jackson

Like most Americans, blacks and other minorities place a

high premium on education. It is perhaps the one agreed-

upon value that transcends political, social, and economic
boundaries. However, the importance placed on education
by ethnic minorities has not always been equal to their quest

for achieving it since traditional admission practices in
four-year colleges and universities effectively kept education

reserved for a special few. Economic factors served as an
additional obstacle that prevented these groups from attain,

ing their educational aspirations. It was not until the advent

of the community college movement in the 1960's that
higher education became a reality and made significant
contributions in assisting blacks and other minorities in

their educational development.
The primary contribution toward facilitating this develop-

ment has been the open door admission philosophy. This
concept is the most important principle on which the com-

munity college rests, making it the only structure in post-

secondary education addressing the democratization of
education. This unique educational philosophy provided

the much needed mission link for blacks and other minorities

in their quest for quality, low cost education. Consequently,
this segment of the American population has been able to

enhance many of its academic, career, social, and personal

needs. In fact, this creative educational strategy has been a

useful mechanism for the inclusion of more of the poor into

the-Mainstream of society. That 75-80 percent of all black

students entering college for the first time enroll in commu-

nity and junior colleges is a strong index of the need for this

educational structure.
Another positive role community colleges have played for

blacks and other minorities has been to "demystify" educa-

tion. Too often education and the process of going to college

has been viewed as a frightening, anxiety producing, and
unconquerable endeavor by these groups. Eliminating elitist

notions of education, counteracting hopelessness and pro-

viding a second chance for self-discovery and growth are
accomplishments unique to two-year colleges among Amer-

ican higher educational institutions. Related to providing

another chance is the fulfillment of important cultural and
psychological needs. Many minorities in higher education

represent first generation college students and provide posi-

tive role models for members of their families and community,

who relay the message that college is a realistic alternative,

especially for younger blacks and other minorities. Com-
munity colleges should be applauded for removing the mys-

tique from education.
Eliminating access barriers brought community and junior

colleges face to face with various academic difficulties many
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blacks and other minority students encounter. These colleges

have been most responsive in providing supportive/develop-
mental academic courses that help studentssucceed in their
regular college courses. These courses in reading, writing,
mathematics, and personal development served as a signifi-

cant motivator and necessary base in helping those students
whose academic abilities had been underdeveloped become

more adept at negotiating the education system. The devel-
opmental/remedial courses offered are art important com-
ment about the intent of two-year colleges to implement the

open door philosophy in serving their diverse student popu-
lations.

While the community college has made great strides,
much remains to be done in responding to the unique needs

of black and other minority students. Equal opportunity and
full participation in higher education mean more than merely

chopping down barriers to admission, but require a total
assessment of past responses. These new responses must be

well thought out and based on close scrutiny of actual

problems encountered by ethnic minority groups, rather

than perceived theoretical ones.
The most critical area demanding a new look is instruc-

tional delivery systems. Instructional approaches in com-
munity colleges have remained largely traditional, despite

the fact that most students are non-traditional and fall short

of many "standard" academic prerequisites. For example,

two-year college faculty members will agree that most of

their first semester students display problems expressing
written ideas. These problems are manifest in such areas as

spelling, organization, idea development, and in students'

inabilities to construct clear and complete sentences. De-

spite this knowledge among two-year college teachers, too

many continue to use the straight lecture method and to

require that students write fifteen-page research papers
during first semester courses. Since two-year college teachers

have continued to employ obviously unworkable techniques

used in four-year colleges and universities, they have im-

peded the mission of two-year colleges. Imposing these in-

structional modes on a dfferent population is pedigogierdly

unsound and is an important explanation of high attrition
rates among blacks and other minority students.

Any reassessment of teaching minority students should
include an emphasis of language systems used by the stu-
dents. The language forms used by these groups are different

from the so-called standard edited American English forms.
These linguistic differences have some serious implications
for cognitive styles of learning. This aspect of the students'
culture must be given prime consideration by the faculty

member in the preparation of instructional material. Despite



the fact that many faculty have different opinions on what to
do about the language patterns of blacks, the Spanish speak-
ing and other minority students, few disagree that the writing
system of these students is indeed different from non-minority
students. It is significant, however, that only a few teachers
have creatively and successfully addressed the language
differences through their instructional deliveries.

Some of the instructional problems could be addressed far
more effectively if the community colleges began to reshape
faculty pools. Perhaps the most important element of the
problem is to identify and recruit those individual faculty
members whose interests, sensitivity, and backgrounds en-
able them to relate meaningfully to minority students. There
has to be a greater spillover of the mission of the colleges
into the instructional areas if two-year colleges are to remain
viable. These institutions are still vague about staffing re-
quirements and, in addition, continue to lag behind four-
year colleges and universities in their recruitment of blacks
and other minorities. Mere are many inlititutions with a
significant minority student population and few or no blacks
and minority faculty members. This trend has been rather
confusing since the initial pool of two-year college instructors
was recruited largely from public high schools where there
were blacks and minorities. Whatever response the leadership
makes, faculty staffing will be the key factor in determining
the effectiveness of two-year colleges in achieving their
avowed mission.

A second area that demands some immediate attention for
blacks and other minority students is admission to upwardly
mobile technical and career areas within the college. Two-
year institutions in urban areas with high minority city
population appear to give preferences to the suburban,
non-minority population in providing accessibility to career
programs. This trend is especially overt in the allied health,
science, and engineering technology programs while human
services and secretarial programs are occupied almost ex-
clusively by blacks and other minorities. In addition, there
is a disproportionate number between minority students in
liberal arts programs and those who actually transfer to
four-year colleges and universities. The implementation of
these subtle, unspoken intra-admission practices have de-
veloped a quiet black-white racial tratking system which
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will be an explosive issue with those students who have not
been able to profit (i.e., secure employment) from the ser-
vices community colleges promised to deliver. For urban
institutions, minority student communities are important
forces in determining the viability of those institutions.
Community college leadership, deans, and department
heads must insure that admission policies for professional
career programs do not militate against blacks and other
minorities, and that the college does indeed make all re-
sources available on an equal basis to its entire clientele.

Finally, there is a growing concern among black educators
and black professional organizations over high attrition rates
among minorities. This is of significant consequence since
such a high percentage of black students enrolling initially
in postsecondary education do so in two-year colleges. The
minority attrition rate has been so severe in certain urban
institutions that some speculate closing various campuses
within multi-college districts. The important question about
this problem is what kind of response these institutions will
make amidst this growing movement of back to basics in a
fiscally conservative period. To respond to this urgent prob-
lem will require the greatest input from all those individuals
within the institutions, particularly faculty members, as
well as those who would hold significant leadership posi-
tions outside the colleges.

The method of staff cutbacks as a response to addressing
attrition of minorities may have some very negative conse-
quences for the future of two-year colleges, since a signifi-
cant number of these cuts involves low seniority minority
staff members who are in many instances prime facilitators
of the community college philosophy. Institutions should
focus their efforts toward intense retention strategies in
electing the minority attrition problem.

In conclusion, the two-year college movement has made
an invaluable contribution to higher education, but the real
test is yet to come. The major prerequisite for passing the
test is inextricably linked to its effectiveness in serving its
ethnic minorities who provided that test. If community and
junior colleges fail this test, they must call for a total

reevaluation of their loudly echoed purpose. This new eval-
uation could mean that an entirely new structure is necessary
for these institutions to reach their goals.



MEETING THE NEEDS OF MINORITY STUDENTS

/1/r/.(//1

: a discussion of minority student needs, there are three

rrtant considerations: ( I) Re-examine the word "minor-

Is its meaning the same as it was a decade ago? If not,

t does it mean'? (2) What do researchers consider to be

major barriers to postsecondary education for this group?

How can an institution effectively evaluate its ongoing

!Tam?
or many years the word "minority" had an almost singu-

' meaning in our society. It was most widely used as a

ence to the American Negro population. But that has

Tiger! as the result of new developments in the language

acial relations. The word "negro" itself is now passe; its

is viewed by many blacks as negative, uncomplimentary,

downright "Uncle Tom-ish," Today, the word "minority"

teard in marry areas of our daily activitiesin government,

business, in industry, in social circlesbut what does it

an to us in education?
The federal Office of Civil Rights provides a definition.

:R sometimes utilizes a race/ethnic connotation of "mi-

7ity" as a means of grouping individuals. There are five

,11 categories; American Indian or Alaskan native, Asian

Pacific Islander, black (not of Hispanic origin), Hispanic,

d white (not of Hispanic origin). These represent nice,

ran-cut boundaries that can easily be employed to produce

ltistical data. Based upon my observations, research, and

perience with peers, colleagues, and students, I feel that I

add be remiss in my obligation if I did not present a more

depth definition of the word "minority" as it exists in

'ademia. I ant not advocating that OCR's categories be

tered, but if we truly want to meet the needs of minority

talents, then it behooves us to deviate from the race/ethnic

animation and broaden the student population to include

hers who enter college portals to partake of the educational

xperience. I would ask you to consider the educational

,eaning of "minority" as that of one who differs from the

majority" image, which is still predominant among those

ho are white, iddle-income, Anglo-Saxon.

Many of the problems encountered by one group are

ommon to all groups. Adjustment problems. Financial
roblems. Social problems. Academic problems. Problems

aused by cultural differences. There must be recognition

rl/or acceptance that these areas are of concern for all

-tudents and that the solution may be as effective with one

wimp as it may be with another. To the race/ethnic connota-

.ion of minority, I would encourage that the following educa-

ional groupings be included; (1) the developmental student

also temed disadvantaged, high-risk, underprivileged, etc.).

'2) the handicapped, and (3) the increasing number of

foreign students who are now enrolling in our educational

institutions. An article in the slimmer issue of the Community

Col/eye Review refers to them as the "new Nigger on Campus,"

At St, Petersburg Junior College, the foreign student

population has increased from 31 students in 1972 to 612

students from 42 countries last fall. They enter our institu-

tions under several immigration policies, possessing verbal

skills ranging from very fluent to extremely limited compe-

tency, from sons of royalty to those who must work to eke out

a livelihood. In short, foreign students are bringing new

problems to academia, the likes of which we have never
encountered before. if we accept these students, do we not

obligate ourselves to provide positive experiences for them?

The numbers are to increase, not decrease. The problems

we are experiencing now will be compounded. The time for

making preparations is now. What types of barriers do these

students, as well as our native population who are classified

as minorities, encounter when they come to us?

The research identifies four barriers which most minority

students encounter in higher education. They are language,

testing and admissions, finances, and poor preparation.

Language. This is one of the major harriers to minority

students. "Black" English, Spanish, Greek, and other non-

English dialects bring to the academic setting speech pat-

terns which place students at a disadvantage. Expressions

can easily be misinterpreted and a free flowing, totally

comprehensible dialogue is sometimes difficult because

words, expressions, intonations, and implications arc not

always deciphered correctly by the student. The effect may

be devastating.
Personal observations and informal chats with black staff

members and minority students reveal that one area of major

misunderstanding is the response to the frequently asked

question, "How am I doing?" Students report that instructors

often use expressions such as, "You're doing just fine," or

"You're really making progress" when discussing their aca-

demic standing. Fineas compared with what? Making

progress as measured by what standard? Where the student

began? Where the accepted standards of completion are?

Too often, in the final analysis, such expressions translate

into failing grades. Therefore, the relationship between

many white instructors and minority students is perceived

by the student as ranging from open rejection to deceitful

conviviality. Both extremes are detrimental to a student's

growth and development.
Likewise, it is an unfair judgment given to a professional.

In many cases, instructors have received no assistance in

learning about the minority studentattitude, culture, so-

cial circumstances. Colleges and universities are acutely

deficient in providing opportunities for instructors to examine
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ay they !whinny perceive students wh( are notayllite. From
e instructor's viewpoint, such terms could be used to
mject a sense or concern: a sense Or not wishing to (Tilsit
e student's goals, aspirations, and ilreaMS. It (It.sire to he'll/

'11(10111 1)1111(1 II iVe Srlf-11111'1.111. 11111 al positive
'11-(/11('011i IS 1101 0111111100d by praises that end in !admen!'

temporarily shifting one's focus away front the business Lit
mots Tettehers must deal will) personal attributes and
'Inject matter shut!' taneutisly.
However, in all fairness to the teaching profession, much
the blame for this insensitivity mast be placed MI lily

Iministration.
Higher education has not provided the instmetiond staff

ith methods and techniques for roping with bias, for (level-
)in; it sensitivity to cultural differences of illinurities and for
:winning, in structured learning situations, the relationship
'tweet' student and to in multicultural elassrooms.

Testing awl admission . The minority student is also at a
.advantage in testing and admission wllrh are designed
Iii the majority student in mind. The minority student is
erefor measured according to how he or she may adapt to
dimity standards. The stale of Florida, with its minimum
,inpetericv examination (renamed from the I.iterary Exam-
aline because of the cries from concerned minority' citi-
us) is an active example ()I the bias in the nation's testing
ogram, The recent Supreme Court decision on the Bakke
se has jolted the pendulum which was making an effort to

mtpensate for the diserimination caused by the entire
atter of testing and admission. Morality and commitment
eon to be the guiding light at this point.
A ('loser look at admissions procedures, how( IT, will

veal a different kind of insensitivity. Artily minority stn-
tits are -turned off'' by the lieN0111('I in admissions offices.

ost students, when they come to college, are frightened,
prehensive, and downright -scared.- That's normal. ()I'
,urse. But many encounter cold, indifferent career per-
/mei who send the potential student scurrying to any
urce of security for arceplance. A statement as simple as,
'his application is inompleteeomplete it,- to one who
ought the task was done is like being dropped over a cliff
thout a rope because no one told the student that every
ace MUM he filled. Furthermore. the noninstrurtional
iff of an institution must be made aware of the perceptions
minority students. This should be the concern oldie total
rsonnel of an institutionnot just a particular segment.
iese students are expected to become all integral part of

e total academie setting. Therefore, all personnel must be
gnizant of their needs and/or deficiencies.

Finunres. Financial insecurity presents another oh-
tele to higher education for minority students. Research
uws that insufficient funds, especially for clothing and
ending money, is a decisive factor in academic failure. If
ition assistance is given, there is often no consideration for
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living allowances. Considerable help has (lain. via stale arnf

federal 11)illlti and grants, but many do not qualify. To
overcome this barrier, those who are left out seek employ-
ment to supplement their nu-nines. Instead of alleviating the
situation, too often the problem area shifts. This heroines
the problem: time to study, time to work, time to enjoy
friends and recreational activities: time, time, time. Where
Ines it go? \\inn started as at linktneikil barrier has now
developed into Lou avalanche of problems.

Nat- preparation. Poor preparation, I feel, is the most
crucial barrier that minority' students face. Sufficient re-
searh data are available to identify these areas of academic
defiviency. They are I I I communications skills, (2) (Initial-
lational skills. (3) problem solving skills, and 1,1 study

; \ flea years of traditional schooling or nonavademic
pursuits, a large percentage of minority students cannot
adequately empluy the language arts ski:ls, requisites to
acceptable college performance, to sucuessfully handle the
complexities of reading, writing, speakeig, and listening.
Also, these students are not proficient in some of the most
elementary mathematir skills. 'rims, their ability to lied-unit
baste operations in solving problems and analyzing mathe-
matical steps is limited. They have not developed effiient
study sk::Is. TherefOre, they do not make effective use of
their time.

Another barrier emerges. The conventional question
about a student's learning potential is usually answered in
the eon ventiotial way, namely by as summation of high school
grades and/or standardized test scores. lielatively low seores
accompanied by poor grades or no high school diploma are
frequently interpreted and judged as -not college material.-
But for many minority students, all data must he examined
and interpreted analytically, suspiciously, and in depth
before an attempt is made to judge potential success in
higher education. These students enter college with a varied
background which is rich in experiences and full of learning
opportunities. In most cases, however, these experiences
arc not deemed reflective of the -normal- social order.
Instructors must know that to use test scores and grades as
the sole means devaluation and/or placement would negate
the fact that learning occurs in many different places, not
only in the classroom: that teaming is an on-going, lifelong
process, not at phenomenon which occurs during specified
ages, and that every human being has the capacity to learn.
Further, the conventional methods of assessing abilities and
deficiencies are not adequate when applied to minority
students. Therefore, opportunities must be made for the
teacher to arquire additional methodologyy and multiple
instructional approaches to one's existing delivery system.

riltere is no simple solution to the problems facing minority
_students in higher education. Many programs have been
initiated to meet their needspreparatory courses to up-
grade deficiencies, total curricula to enhance the self-concept



while upgrading academic deficiencies and earning college

credit, peer tutoring, supplementary instructional aids, al-

ternative instructional strategies, and ethnic studies. The
examples could go on and on, and I ant certain that concerned

educators who have offered such programs have experienced

various degrees of success. On the whole, a higher education

has made enormous advances in minority education during

the past few years. Enrollments have increased and there are

continuing efforts to provide equal educational opportunities.
These activities have helped, but they are not sufficient to

qualify as the end result. Underrepresentation, the uncer-

tainty of current efforts, and insufficient, decreasing finan-

cial aid all point to the need to accelerate the drive to meet

the needs of the students.
To alleviate and/or identify some of the problems, it is

recommended that postsecondary education institutions

reassess programs and policies that affect minorities. The
goal should be to bring some order, understanding, arid
renewed energy to practices that influence the institution's
commitments to equal educational opportunity for all persons.

Higher education has initiated many changes in an effort to

respond to minority students' needs. These changes have

ease the frustrations experienced in the '60's. However, many
minority students are still faced with barriers, particularly

those of poor preparation and financial need. Compounding the

situation is their feeling of alienation on predominantly white

college campuses where the curricula and social order reflect

the culture, aspirations, expectations, values, beliefs, and
language usage of the white, Anglo-Saxon, middle- income

group -a far cry from the profile of the minorities who seek

upward mobility via the educational medium.
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